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RECENT PROGRESS'IN LEGAL EDUCATION'

By ALFRED Z. REED

,taft. Membrr of the Carnegie Foundation for thr Adranrement of Teaching

The Pa 175t : Defective organization of the legal profession In 1916 ; divi-
of the law schools among thenrselves; inadequate liar admission requirements ;

(liver:Mph In w school requilements.Ii. The Present : Improved organization of the
Ic...;a1 profession ; ructliA and aim of legal education ; strengthened bar admission
roquirements ; progress in law school requirements.Ill. The Future : Miscellaneous
pmbleuis awaiting solution , the problem cf the evening law AC 11001 ; the influence of
p.m time inArtiction upon the organizatitin of the legal profession.

For nearly half a century there have been organized efforts to
effect a nation-wkie improvement in the American system of legal
education. The strictly modern phase of this movement may be
said to, have startedin so far as it is possible to assign a definite
datein 1910. It was in this year that similar long-continued effeits
by the American Medical Association to improve medical education
first impinged upon the public consciousness, and suggested to law.
yers that nwthods which had proved successful wifh physicians might
tie applicable.also to the legal profession.

In many respects the task of legal reformers was far more difficult
than that of their medical colleagues. Before recounting sonw of
the particular obstacles and the progress which has since been made
in surmounting them, a general explanation may be hazarded as
to Idly the legal profession was then. and is still. in a relatively
backward stage of devtalopment. The science of law, or at least
that particular portion of this science (if it be a sci'ence) whic4
primarily concerns American law schools and bar admission au-
thorities, is not international in the sense that medical scjence is.
In the development of medical schools physicians can draw imme-
diately upon the experience of the whole world. The task .of the
American law schools, on the bther hand, is severely conditioned
by the fact that these schools exist primarily for. the purpose of
preparing students to practice American law. This is now so dif-
ferent from that of other countrieseven from the ,English common
law, of which it, is historically an outgrowth and, in a certain sense,
still a partthit foreign models Qf legal education and organiza.
tion, though often suggestive, tire rarely closely parallel. Far less
than physicians can lawyers profit by the' intellectual resources of
other countries. America is virtually Qbliged to work out its

I The last similar discussions published by the Bureau of Education were contributed by
Dean,Henry M. Rates, of the University of Michigan IAw School, to the Reports for 1914
(Vol. I, Ch. X) and 1918 (Vol. I, Ch. XI).
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peculiar experiment in government and law by itself, guiaed only
by its own relatively brief and narrow experience.

It will be convenient, consider briefly what the situation was

in 1910; thenhat 11 s been accomplished to improve conditions
in 16 years; and, finally, what are the most import4nt problems

.. that stiO await a satisfactory solution.

#1. THE PAST

First., then, as to some of the ways in which the status of legal
education compared unfavorably with that of medical education
in 1910.

DEFECTIVE ORGANIZATION OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION IN 1910

One conspicuous difference between thie two professions was the

relative lack of effective organization among lawyers. Among
their many weakneisses in this respect perhaps the most fundamental
was this : The medical profession proper constituted only one of
several groups which were engaged in practicing the healing arts
or " health service" as a whole. The legal ptofession, on the other
hand. assumed to include everyone who was in any way practicing
law, though the actual occupations might be as diverse sas those of
a Physician or surgeon, a trained nurse, a dentist, a pharmacist, 9r
a veterinarian. This inclusion of many different kinds of lawyers
and pseudolawyer§ under the common head of general practitioner
madc it difficult to plan an effective preparation for any one kind
and tended to weaken the esprit de corps of a fictitiously united
profession.

Another weakness was that. State lines split up the lawyers far
more than the physicians, into mutually independent local units.
This weakness is in part due to the nature of the profession. Just
as American la2, in a general sense, differs from the law of any
other country, tiro that particular blend of legislation and judicial
decision which is actually in force in any one State is never precisely
identical with the law in force in any other State of the Union.
None the less, the general principles are so similar that a compre-
hensive hation-wide organization of lawyers is indicated as not
merely practicable, but also as peculiarly desirable, for the very
purpose of counteracting the centrifugal tendencies of our Federal
system. This comprehensive organization did not exist. Whereas
the American Medical Association, since its origin in 1847, had been

an integration of Stite and local medical societies, the Ainerican
Bar Association, Qrganized in 1878, still Competed for membership
with independent State and with independent city bar associations.
Under these conditions, it contained in 1910 only 3,690 members, or

.
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3 per cent of an lawyers in the United States. The attendance tit
the annual meeting was 326, or 9 per cent of the membership.

Again, the American Medical Association, largely because of its
advantageous situation in the two respects above noted, had already
developed an effective system of professional supervision over
medical schools and medical licensing authorities. Its extensive
membership made possible the publication of a weekly Journal,
through which the facts could be published to the pro-
fession at large. It also made possible the establishment of a
Council on Medical' Education, with compensated executive officers,
for the ascertainment of these facts, In 1910 the work of this count
cil had culminated, for the time being, in the publication of a classi-
fied list of schools, am: of a registry.containing the educational
record of all prActicing physicians. Nothing of this sort existed in
the American Bar AFsociat144Q. Its.only periodical publication was
the report of proceedings at its annual meetings. Here werè re-
corded the unhappy rivalries of a mutually independent. "Vommit-
tee on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar " and " Section
of Legal Education "; the more or less permanent but uncompen-
sated members of the committee or officeh of the section made recout-
menaations which occasionally resulied in the passage of relatively
fruitless resolutions by the association.

Still another factor of great imPortance in its bearing upon the
capacity for united effort possessed by either profession was the
different position occupied by the professional school. In the medi-
cal profession the medical school was accepted, both inside and
outsidefof the profession., as a sine qua non in the process of prepara-
tion. In an overwhelming majority of States graduation from a
medical college was compulsory. " Practicing physicián " and
" M. D.", the degree of doctor of medicine, were, and long had been,

- virtually interconvertible terms. Legal educatioti, however, was
still in the process of emerging frotn the apprenticeship phase. The
relatively modern law school had ,everyawhere won its st victory
over the conservative suppoAers of the older system of oltce °prepa-
ration; in all States study at a law school was possible under the
rules for admission to the bar. In no State, however, was law
who()) Audy obligatory; and many influential older practitioners
had not yet grasped the truth that a system of legal preparation
which had worked well in their cases cotild not, simply because of
the greatly increased volume and complexity of the law, be ex-
pected to yield equally good results to-day.

Accordingly, alongside of the American Bar Association, with its
Committee and section, the Association of American Law Schools
made its own ,independent decisions as to the standards that were
appropriate for admission to membership in its body. This organi-
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zation of law teachers was, On the whole. a lump effective agency for
the improvement of legal edvation than the practitioners" associa-
tion, but was Imt taken very seriously by ihe profession at large.

DIVISION OF THE LAW SCHOOLS AMONO THEMSELVES

These comparative weaknesses in the organization of the legal
profession were the more regrettable because of a much more evenly
balanced division of forces in the law school world. Although the
developmènt of a proper system of medical licensing tests has un-
deniably been complicatPd by the existence o medical sects, there
could be no question as to the dominance, both in the associations of
medical practitionrs and in the ..kssoeiat ion of :kmericari 'Medical
Colleges, of the.orthodox thought already represented in the leading
(Illools. In legal education, on *the contrary, there was nothing

like general ao.reement as to what was orthodoxy and what was
lieresy.

The Harvarl school was the. strongeq of the 1:.M. schools. Its
famous case method of insfruction, with certain resultant. concin-
ions as to the end and aim of loral education, had long lived dovLI

its eaDly reputation as a Bosron fad. Harvard had been acceptV5
as a leader and a model by a considerable number of institutions,
including most of the larger universities. This point. of view WaS
certainly already in the ascendAnt, in the Association of American
4Law Schools. Even here, however, sentiment was by no means
united, and the members is association numbered, all told, less
than one-third of the rota n imber of law schools in the country.

Excluded institutions attacked the Harvard system and philosophy
on various grounds and commended t,hemselves to many practitioners
of standing by themselves departing less widely from the original
iZleals of the law office. Entirely apart. from attacks based upon
ignorance and misunderstanding, there was certainly at least some
plausibility in the charge that Harvard's- adherents were a little too
uncompromising in proclaiRing as the sole purpose of a legal Cho:a-
tion the development of a s' legal mind." Practical training and
detailed itnformation in regard to the law of the local jtirisdiction
were among those aspects of a complete education to which these
saools seemed to be paying too little attention.

Thus the easily explicable feeling that good Inw schools \very not
so important as their theoreticallv-minded professors thought they
were was reinforced by a suspicion that. the theory ,of educati4in
exemplified in the leading schools was itself unsound. It can han11.
be said. that there was a rabid partisan discussion over a matter
in which most practitioners took no interest at all; but prominent
practitioners at least thought, and sometimes said, that the' case

.
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method was a " fetisthereby runtiing the risk of being themselves
dubbed " old fogies."

bp,

/INADEQUATE BAR ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

The ;tack of harmony between legal practitioners and schoolmen,
and the further &visions within the ranks both of organized ,bar
assoelations and of law schools, militated against any rapid advance
of .s::tandards in at least two ways.

-Virst, and most obviously, in contrast with the powerful educa-
tional machine headed by the Council on Medical Education. and
supported by the great majority both of practicing physicians and
of medical schools, different gro.ups of reformers in the disorganized
legal profession each cherished separate ends. Instead of traveling
together upon a broad liighway of progress, each regarded the other's
avenue of reform as at best an unimportant by-pathtoo often as
one that led in a positively wrong direction. If they united upon
anything, it was in their tendency to ascribe to practitioners at large
a cynical apathy, for which the feebleness and cdnfusing variety of
their own leadership was primarily to blame.

In the.second place, and more concretely, it was impossible under
these conditions to build up an adequate system of bar admission
requirements. .

In medical education, however much remained to be done in the
way of toning up the licensing system, its *general principles and
its objectiyes were clear. Already the great majority of States posi-
ti*vely required applicants for admission to medical practice to have
Irraduated from a medical school. The State boards of medical
examiners were designed to supplement this system and to fortify
the domi nt type of sound medical education. In the case of a
good schoo their examinations constituted a precaution, additional
tq the tests rovided by the school's own faculty, against failure on
the part of ndividua1 students to take advantage of their oppor-
tunities. They constituted an even more important weapon of de-
fense against low-grade medical schools. The boards had it in tfieir
power to improve or even to destroy such schools by failing to pass
their graduates or even by denying to their graduates the right to
take the examination. Even in 1910 it was probably broadly true
that good graduates of good medical schools had little azixiety as to"
their ability to pass the medical licensing !tests; and althotigh the
existence of medical sects complicated the task of weMink out in-
ferior schools, the united-profession has been successful in achieving .
fhe following eilds: Schools that profess to be orthodox have been"
assisted to maintain propei standards; if products of an unorthodoi
type of me-dical education can often secure permission to practice

511;.
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the healing art, at least they are usually prevented from holding
themselves outas " regular " physicians.

By contrast, in the legal profession no single State required appli-
cants for admission to pract* to have graduated from or even to

have attended a law school. And in the case -of applicants who
attended law schools not the slightest distinction was made, either
in professional or in popular usage, between "regular" lawyers and
others. Products of the case-method law school, of the textbook or

dogmatic law school, and of no law school at all, stood upon a footing
of precise equality as regards both the process of admission and the
legal privileges that would be thereby attained.

The effect of this undiscriminating uniformity was at once to

exaggerate the importance of the bar examination anda5 will be
shown laterto destroy the conditions under which it can be usM
profitably to measure educational attainments. The examination
could not be attached to a proper system of preparation as a useful

supplement because no one knew what -a proper system of education
was. - It had come, therefore, to occupy the position of an indepen(r-

ent educational test; as such it was more §eriously regarded both by
students and by practitioners than the supplementary medical licens-

ing examination. Having this factitious importance, it distracted
attention from other devices that are mach better calculated to
promote 'competence and character among Wvers. Requirements of

preliminary general education and of a specific period of law study
were largely ignored because of deluded reliance upon an unsup-

ported bar examination.

DIVERSIFIED LAW SCHOOL REQUIREMENTS

Another complication. in legal eiLlucation, from which medical edu-

cation is relatively free, had its origin partly inte conditions above

described and partly in the inherent differen between law and

medicine. The time that students are required or expected to devote
tc their preparation is only one of many aspects of professional.
education. It is a highly important aspect, hoWever, and because it
lends itself to measurement by figures it has always been specially
emphasized both by reformers and by fact-collecting agencies. The

diversity, in' this respect among law schools in 1910 was far greater
than that ,among the medical schools and imposed a correspondingly
heavier burden upon those who wished not necessarily to improve,

but even to'understand, legal education.
Three elements are involved in ally attempt to estimate the time

that a student devotes to his professional preparatio.n. *Of these,
, the first ahd most obvious is the duration of his course in the profes-

sional school. In this respect the medicatcourse had already become
definitely standardized at its present figure of four academic years,

.
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and the path was cleared for a movement to add a supplementary
clinical year. In 1910 every medical school conducted, atieast osten-
sibly, either a complete four-year course or the first half of. such a
coirrrse, designed to be completed in another school. In legal edu-

. cation, however, the prthodox period was only three years, and it
was not until as recently as 1905 that the Association of American
Law Schools had required its members bilk comply even with this
standard. No less than 40 law schools outside of the association,
or nearly one-third of the total, still announced courses of two years,
or even: of a §-Ingle year, leading to a law degree. The situation
resembled that which had existed in medical educRtion immediately
after the Civil War, before the inauguration of their modern era
of 'standardization.

A second element, of equal ,importance is the time that a student
devotes to his studies while in the school. Year for year, a school
which holds its sessions during the regular working hours of the
day, for the benefit .of students who are not engaged in any outside
occupation, is, of course, in a position to demand much more than an
evening school run for,the benefit of self-supporting students. thirst
how great the difference is can hardly be expressed in precise mathe-
matical terms. It is possible, however, to state with precision the
number of medical schools which operated under this very substane
tial handicap. The number in 1910 was only 4 out of a total of 140.'

Very .different was the situation in law. As truly here as in medi-
cine, institutions that held their sessions during the evening or
during the late afternoon operated under a serious handicap as
regards their maximum possibility of accomplishment, year by
On the- other hand,Iiin argument of seÌi cogency can be made that
it is of the utmose importance that students of modest means shall
not be denied accer to .the politically privileged bar, a.nd Alit the
only practicable il4enue of preparation for the overwhelming ma-
jority of such Tersons is the evening or part-time law school.
Whether this argument, which is based upon a recognition of the
Peculiarly intimate connection between law and politics, is or is not
sound, is a question which will be discussed later. The point of im-
mediate interest is that, whet6r sound or not, it provicits a basis for
the part-time law school that is lacking in the part-time medical
school. Incidentally, artificial light does not impair the efficiency
of instruction in law as much as it does in a subject where labortttory
work in the natural sciences is required. Again, the amount of
capital needed to equip something that can pass muster as a

" school " is vastly smaller in law Man in medicine; a considerable

I For the figures relating to medical education which are used in this paper the writer
le indebted to Dr. N. P. Colwell, secretary of theCounelt oulledlcal Education, who
also kindly read the manuscript prior to publication.
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section of the public is ready et believe that a few cha;rs, a few
books, and a printed announcement convert An attorney's office into
an educational institution.

These differences between the nature of medicine and of law
explain w.hy schools which appeal particularly to self-supporting
students are sp much more numerous in the field of lqi!al education.
Under- bar admission rules which give credit for study either in a

law office or in.a.law school, offices develop into "schoo!s" so insen-
sibly that the precise number of these latter can never, in the
nature of (Rings, be ascertained. If tho count be confined, hvwever,
to institutions sufficiently pretentious to confer a law degree, we find
that in 1910 no fewer than 60 out of 124 law schools, or almost one-
half, were either purely part-time institutions or wore "mixed
schools holding ses§ions for independent divisions of full-time and
of part-time students.

The third element that must be taken into account in estimat ing
the time that law-school graduates devote to their preparation is
the admission requirement of the schoolthat part of the student*
total preparation whidi he secures before he begins the stuly of law
proper. Here there vas less difference between the two professicns.
Of the 136 full-time medical schools the great majority-112, or
per centlhad an enhance requirement, at this date, of a high-school
education or less. Of the reti.iainder, S required one college year
prior to the four-year medical course, a total of five years after the
high school; and :16 required at least two college years, a total of
at least. six seta's after the high school. Corresponding to aiese
were 43 full-time, three-year law scho91s, cf which again the gi-eat
majority-31, or 72 per centhad an entrance requirement of a

high-school education or less, whiie 4 required one yearak3 required
two years, and 5 required .ut least three years of colleP. Except
that the law course was one year shorter than the medical course,
this particular group of law schools conformed fairly closely to .the
fuli-tiitie medical schools as regards the time that students devoted
to their preparation. In both groups there was a feeliqg thlt, the
time had arrived for increacing entrance requirements among the
schools generally to the level already attained by some. This com-
-mon ideal was reinforced by the circumstance that' it was in the
larger universities that the schools with the highest entrance
quirements were usually found.' To this extent medical schools and
law schools resembled one another in 1910 both in their acival condi-
tion and in their aims.

*Six universitiesHarvard, Idle, Chicago, Wisconsin, Stanford, and the University of
Californiaannounced, In 1910, an entrance requirement or two college years, or over, for
both medical and law departments. No independent medical school or independent law
school required any college work, and many had no -entrance requirement at all, at least
in actual administration. No attempt has been made to distinguish between these Vases
and a genuine 10-echool requirement.

(.1!
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But only to this extent. Ford whereas the 136 full-time, four-
vem- Pled iCa i schools ilhluiied. as has already been pointed out, vir-
tually all the medical schools then in existence, the 43 corresponding
hy. (.11oo1s constituted only one-third of the total. 'file following
table attempts to make deai.ThÌialrfilany features besides entrance
ifluirements hail to be considered if the nation-16de standardization

me' schools \VHS to be duplicated in legal education. The
INIMierak wit h asteriks include all medical schools and all law SelfOols
that from the point of view of the medical standardizers could
Idre:sdy be regarded as " ort holm," on the ground that students
were expeoted to devote to their stutlie:; their entire time during a
lwrioli (If four years in medicine and of three years in.law. Such
,chuois, .11own to be (livided into groups that requil'ed periods of
;lave yeas, ot four years, of five% years, and of six years to elapse
bri\vv(bn the (late when the student leaves the high school ami the

Finally,s,the number
of whools t hat (leparte( ion). o as regards either the dura-
tion of their professional course or the time of day at which their
cia,-room sessions were held, is indicated by the figures without as-
terisks. There are 10 such categories, comprising a total of S1 law
:.dlools, as compared with one similar medical category comp1'ie4ing

date when lke secures his professional degree.

medical schook in all. If sweet simplicity and standardized uni-
formit v are indispensable elemei;ts in human institutions, in I 9 1.0 an
Awe:I n table awaited the legal reformer.

Medical schot)1.\ and law selt(ifilN elfiNsiti«1 aciefwaisio if, the Him- required, after
rtiplipi( him/ (if the hiyh NrifOrd, lobtfiiii thf ffri/1-1 VW!) 10

Years required

('L)()(I I m yob.

t
time

.r.......- 411 .. .... .a.

At least six ears:
At 14`tist two years In collNe, followed 1)5.- four year; in

medicine _ _ _ _ _ ...____ .. __ Is . .
1t least three years in ooilege, followed by three yeltrs In
hw .

Five year::
Ono year in college, followed by four years lu medicine. . _ _

8
Two years in milt*. followed br three years in law. - _. ... .

Four years:
Four Team in tnediciné, after high-school education or Imi. 111 1 4
Four years in lav, after high-tichool educat ion or km ...
One year in college, followed by three yoars In law _._ ___ ,

Two years in college, followed by two years in law.. . ..... .
*rlinie-year course in law, after high-school education or le.sg i _ _ ..
I'm 0-year course in law, after high-school education or leas

1
.

one-year course in law, after high ¡school education or less...

. . -

Total. 136

flow
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time

. 3

4 11

4 (4 11
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4%)

In these schools the students devote to their studied their entire time 4pring four
yeurs In medicine or three in law.
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THE PRESENT

Legal education has made great advances during the past ,16 years
in all four the features discussed in the preceding pages.

IMPROVED ORGANIZATION OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION

The improvement has been especially marked in the field of pro-
fessional organization. The American Bar Association has in-
creased in membership more than sixfoldfrom 3,690, or' 3 per cent
of the total number of lawyers, to 23;559, or 17 per cent. The gain,
having been stimulated by an active "drive," is not all good: the
percentage of the total winbership who attended the annual meeting
fell from 9 per cent in 1910 to less than 7 per oent in 192,45; but
even so the actual number of members in attendance rose from 326 to
the imposing figure of nearly 1,700.

Of more importance than mere size were (1) the establishment,
in 1915, of a quarterly periodical, which developed in 1920 into the
present ably edited monthly Journal of the American Bar Associal,
tion (2) the beginnings of cooperation with State and local bar
associations through the establishment, in 1916, of an active Con-
ference of Bar Association Delegates; and (3) The adoption, in 1919,
of constitutional changes by virtue of which the former system of
mutually independent committees and sections has been remodeled.
Each "section," including that devoted to Legal Education and
Admissions to the Bar," now chooses that particular "Council of
the Ameritan Bar Association " which is concerned with the same
.iubject matter.

Meanwhile, the Association of American Law Schools has like-
wise grown from an organization of 37 to one of 61 law schools in
continental United States, or 63;counting schools in the Philippino
.Islands and Canada. Expressed in iwrcentages, it now includes, not
29 per cent, but 37 per cent of °the total .number of schools. Since
1914 the regular annual meeting of this association, instead of be-
ing submerged, as previously, in the large summer gathering of
the American Bar Association, has been held independently during
the Christmas vaciition. This official severance of the two organiza-
tions has made for much more successful meetings on the part of
the schoolmen than was possible when their sessions had to be fitted
into the interstices of the bar association's program. In antici-
pated loss of influence with the -practitioners was averted by the
scheduling of a spe'cial meeting in the summer of 1920, in .conjunc-
tion with the bar association. Through this maneuver control of the
machinery of the reorganized Section anch.Council on Legiil Educa-
tion was placed in hands sympathetic with the Association of Ameri.

"
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RECENT PEdouss IN LEGAL EDUyrION

can Law Schools. A special committee was appointed to make
recommendations looking to the improvement of those admitted to
the bar. The following year the recommendations of this committee
were adopted by the section and b'y the American Bar Association,
and in 1922 were indorsed, with certain modifying interpretations
and explanations, by the Conference of Bar Association Delegates
at a special meeting held in Washington, D. C. During these same
years,, 1921 ttnd 1922, the 4ssociation of American Law Schools
specif16Illy indorsed the action of the American Bar Association,
and brought its own membership requirements into conformity with
these now orthodox standards ; the requisite amendments to its ar-
t idles of association bécame fully effective in the autumn of 1925.

It is significant that in this important movement, as in the still
more notable organization of the American Law Institute, mentioned
in the following section, the lead was taken by schoolmen. That
they should now be so highly regarded as to make this possible is a
measure ot the progress that has been made toward unifying the
forces of reform.

Another instance of cooperative effort that may properly be men-
tioned in this connection was even more directly stirrokited by
developments in the field of medical education. Theivear 1910
had witnessed the publication of the Carnegie bulletin, Medical
Education in the United States and Canadt.4 'Although not written
by a physician, the data used in its preparation had been secured in
cooperation with the Council on Medical Education. The volume

'had been warmly welcomed by the medical profession as an aid in its
successful caMpaign against inferior medical schools; in addition,
because of the wide publicity which it gave to this campaign, it
suggested to lawyers that they might profitably learn from physi-
cians how to improve their own system of education. The first
manifestation of this new inQnation to follow the lead of a sister
profession was, naturally enough, an attempt to induce the Carnegie
Foundation to perform for legal education a service similar to that
which it had already iilitiered in the medical field. During the
winter of 1912-13 formal requests to this effect were made both
by the American Bar Association, through its committee on legal
education, and by the Associationof American Law Schools through
its executive committee. The inquiry was promptly orgabized under
the gene'ral direction of one whose previous training had been
acquired in the field of politics or government, rather than -in that
of its technical subdivision, pro essional law. Practicing lawyers
and law teachers have contributed lerously of their time to give

4 Carnegie Voundation for the Advancement of Teaching, Bulletin No. 4, by Abraham
Flezner.
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to the successive volumes published by the Foundation wnatever
merit they possess.' 'The facts that have been accumulated, and
the conclusions which have been drawn from these facts, have
aroused general interest in the legal profession. The Carnegie
Foundation is not engaged in propaganda in support of the views
expressed by the individual authors of these volumes. or in support
of any other views. Its studies must, however, be fairly included in
any enumeration of organized efforts to assig the progress of legal
education.

METHOD AND AIM OF LEGAL EDUCATION

A considerable advance has been made also toward reaching a
general agreement as to the merits and limitations of the case
method. The publication as part of the Carnegie inquiry, of Red-
lich's study of the case method did n good deal to clear up misun-
derstandings in regatd to its nature, and largely dispelle(l lingering
doubts as to its essential value. It has now without question dis-
placed lecturr/and textbooks as the orthodox method of legal edu-
cation in this country.

On the other hand, the primary justification for the method was
shown by Professor Redlich to lie in the peculiar nature of An0o-
American law. Building on this foundation, the view was ex-
preswd in a subsequent volume of the same series, Training for the
Public Profession of the Law, that the'tilethod was-peculiarly appro-
priate to the United States for the reason that lere the law was
peculiaily confused. The multiplicity of our jurisdictions, each
with its court of last %resort, produces a tangle of legal principles,
the reduction of which to systematic form has hitherto defied the
6fforts of textbook writers. Undoubtedly, therefore, the case method
of preparing law st -dents for their professional re'sponsibilities is
at present the method that is best adapted to this country. For, as
itt advocates rightly claim, it is the method which best develops that
power of legal reasoning which is essential, both to practitioners and
to scholars, in Ilealing with the refractory matetial of American law.
For its full success, however, certain conditions must exist in the
law schools themselves. Furthermore, even when these conditions
are present, attention -was called to the fact that the necessity of
employing this valuable but cumbersome method has squeezed out

6 The follolvitig three bulletins have been already published for gratuitous distribution :

No. 8, The Common Law and the Vase Method 40 Americas University Law Schools. by
'Josef Redlich, 1915 ; No. 13, Justioe and the Poor, by Reginald Heber Smith, 1919;
No. 15, Titaising for the Public Profession of the Law, by Alfred Z. Reed, 1921. A

fourth bulletin, bearing the title Present-Daw Law Schools, is announced as now passing
through the press. In addition, the Foundation issues an annual pamphlet which reviews
recent progress and gives certain details an to bar admission requirements and law
ocbools.

o
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of the student's preparation many elements that it would be desira-
ble, if possible,- to restore. It was suggested that case method
scholars might profitably turn their attention to the taskof making
our law simpler, and, to this end, engage in the production of good
textbooks.

Since the publication of these views, the American Law Institute
has been organized, in 1923, primarily for the purpose of reducing
the present chaos of legal precedents to something like intelligible
form. Should this body accomplish as much as the character of its
membership and scheme of operatiQn give reasonable ground to
hope,6 it may be that at some date in thé far future the case method
will be valued principally for its service in,training legal scholars to
perform a monumental task. Meanwhile, the suggestion that, for
training pre,sent-day practitioners, the method possesses, along with
its paramount advantages, likewise certain drawbacks, may have had
Anng slight influence both in the schools that employ it and in those
that do not. The orthodox schools, feeling that an old partisan dis-
cussion has finally resulted in their triumph, may be a trifle more
ready to recognize the (Ideas of their qualities, and to consider
what remedies, if any, can be presently supplied. Schools where
conditions are unfavorable are perhaps less inclined to make pre-
tensions inconsistent with the instructional methods which their
teachers are, and ought to be, actually employing.

STRENGTHENED BAR ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

The ba-sis of the present 'standard requirements for admission to
the bar is to be found in certain resolutions that were drafted by a
committee of prominent practitioners, headed by the Hon. Elihu
Root, in 1921. As already stated, these resolutions were formally
adopted the same year both by the Section on Legal Education of the
Amorican Bar Association and by the association itself. They read
as follows:

I ) The American Bar Association is of the opinion that every candtdate
for admission to the bar shoiild give evidence of graduatiòn from a law school
complying with the following standards:

(a) It ahall require as a condition of admission at least two years of htudy
in a college.

°The institute is composed of higher judges and the heads of bar associations, learned
societies, and association law schools, ex Aldo, together with a limited list ot elective
members. Its stated aims are " to promote the clarification and simplification of the
law and its better adaptation to social needs, to secure the .better administration of
Justice, and to encourage and carry on scholarly and scientific work." At present It is
devoting a portion of its energies to the preparation of a draft code of criminal prOb
cedure. Its principal immediate objective, however, is to restate successive branches
of the law in such form as to relieve the courts from the burden which is now 'frequently
imposed upon them of attempting to reconcile conflicting judicial decisions In st ieptire
number of coordinate jurisdictions.

6
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(b) It shall require its students to pursue a course of three years' dura-
tion if they devote substantially all of their working time to their duffles,
and a longer course, equivalent in the number of working hours, if they de-
vote only part of their wdrking time to their studies.

(c) It shall provide an adequate library available for the use of the stu-
dents.

(d) It shall have among its teachers a sufficient number giving their entire
time to the school to Insure actual personal acquaintance and influence with
the whole student body.

(2) The American Bar Association is of.the opinion that graduation from a
law school should not confer the right of admission to the bar, and that every
candidate -should be subjected to an examination by public authority to de-
termiue his fitness.

Since then these original standards have been somewhat relaxed
through valifying interpretations placed upon them by the Council
on Legal Education. The proposed admission requirement of two
college years must be read in the light of the folloring official
statement:

A school which admits certain students who do not fully meet the require-
ments will not be considered Rs failing to comply with standard (a), pro-
vided the number of such students does not exceed 10 per cent of its enroll-
ment.

Again, for th purppse of applying standard (b), the council has
been compelled to face the question, ".How long must a part-time
course e in order to be equivalent in the number of working hours
to a three-year full-time c.ourse? " The following ruling. establishes
an extraordinarily low official figure:

A part-time course of at least 160 weeks, covering four school years, is the
equivalent of a three-irear full-time course. This action is the same as that
taken by the Association of American Law Schools on the same problem.

Finally, although the original standards were in general indorsed
at a- special session of the Conference of Bar Association Delegates

'held in Washington, D. C., in February, 1922, considerable opposi-
tion was expressed. In order to meet some of the objections the
proponents of the ratifying resolutions included in them the fol-
lowing:

We indorse, with the following explanations, the standards with respect to
admission to the bar adopted by the American Bar Association on September
1, 1921: *

Since the legal profession has to do with the administration of the law,
and since public officials are chosen from its ranks more frequently thin from
the ranks of any other profession or 'business, it is essential that the legal
profession should not become the monopoly of any economic claPs. We indorse
the American Bar Association's standards for admission to the bar because we
are convinced that no such monopoly will result from adopting them. In
almost every part of the country a young man of small means can, by energy
and perseverance, obtitin the college and law-school education which the
standards require. And we understand that in applying the rule requiring two

4'
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years of study In a college, educational experience other than that acquired
in an American college may in proper cases be accepted as satisfying the
requirement of the rule, if equivalent to two years of college work. We
believe that the adoption of these standards will increase the efficiency and
strengthen the character of those coming to the practice of law, and will
therefore tend to improve greatly the administration of justice. We therefore
urge the bar associations of the several States to draft rules of admission to
the bar 61rrying the standards into effect find to take such action as they
may deem advisable' to procure their adoption.

Whenever any StAte does not at present afford such educational oppor-
tunities to young men of small means as to warrant the immediate adoption
o)t* the Rtandards. we urge the bar associations of the State to encourage and
help the establishment and maintenanee of good law schools and colleges, so
that the-standards may becon+ practicable as soon as possible.

The concluding declaration that these standards are not. every-
where practicable has proved eo have greater weight than the opti-
mistic assertion that " in alrhost every part of the country " they are.
The concessior) has done more to dampen the ardor of bar admission
teformers than the initial hortatory passages have accomplished in
inflaming their zeal. Over four years have eldpIsed since the passage
of the original resolutions by the American Bar Association, and still
not a single State confohns to all of these standards, even in their
later modified form. Only one State has followed the fundamental
recommendation that all applicahts for admission to the bar must
graduate from a law school.' Only four States require, before the
period of law study begins, even the equivalent of two years of col-
lege training.8

This outcome of recent professional activities has been a disap-
pointment to some of the participants. If the existing situation be
compared, however, with that which existed a few years ago, it will
be found that there are at least three grounds for encouragement.

In the first place, it is a great gain to have secured even tempo-
rary harmony among so many professional organizations and
factions. Hitherto, practitioners and schoolmen, committees and
sections, national associations and local associations have pressed
forward on diverOnt paths toward their common goal. It is not so
important that they should be surely headed and rapidly moving in
the right direction as it is*that they should now at last be united in
their search for the true avenue of reform. Whether it be the road
they are now traveling or another one, they are more apt to find it
if they search for it together.

In the second place, false starts should not be regarded as wasted
efforts. Rather are they an inevitable part of the process of spying
-
7 West Virginia (beginninp 1926).
Kansas, Illinois (beginning 1926), West Virgibia (beginning 1926), Ohio (beginning

1027).
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out the land. The present orthodox plan of reforming the condi-
tions under which applicants are admitted to the peactice of the
law calls for the imposition of certain uniform requirements. It is
only on the basis of.knowledge gained through this movement that
it can be determined- what are the defects of the plan, whether in

the details of the requirements or in the attempt. to impose them upon
all applicants uniformly.

Finally, even though the precise aims of the standardizing organi-
zation seem now not likely to be realized, their formulation has
timulated general interest in the .problem amemg legislators, judges,

and examining boards About 2() States have done at least some-
thing to improve their primitive admission system;.

-PROGRESS IN LAW-SCHOOL REQUIREMENTS

Among law schools there has been much greater progress, notably
as respects the aspect of le!ral education emphasized in standards
(a) and (b) of the American Bar 'Associationthe time that
students are required to devote to their studies. The activities of
the new Council on Legal Education in drawirig up an approved
list of law schools have been reinforced by the increased member-
ship requirements of the Association of American IN. Schools,
with the result that in two of the three elements involved in this
time computation there has been a positively spectacular advance.
The number of law schools announcing a course of less than three
academic years has been reduced from 40 to 8. The number of
schools announcing an entrance requirement supposed to be the
equivalent of two college years or over has been increased from 10
to 81, or eightfold. The combined effect of lengthening t4o-year
professional courses and requiring also preliminary college work
has been to increase the number of full-time three-year law schools,
with entrance requirements of two college years or more, from 8
to 65, or, again, eightfold. This betters even the record of progress
made in building up medical schools of a roughly corresponding
type. During the same period the number of full-time four-year
medical schools with similar entrance requirements increased from
16 to 74, or less that fivefold.

Unfortunately for the comparison, this is only part of the story.
It is true that the legal profession, like the medical profession, has
recntly been signally successful in building up schools that demand
the full. time of their students during five or six yars. What pro-
portion, however, do these constitute of the total number of schools?

In medical education such schools constitute 92 per cent of the
total number. The explanation of this high figure is that.the num-
ber of full-time schbols has dwindled from 136 to 79, of which all
except5 maintain the standard entrance requirement; and that, of

.
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the original group of 4 part-time- medical schools, only a single
survivor remains. In a word, the favored type has succeeded in
driving virtually all competitors from the field, with a resultant
great decrease in the number of medical schools in general. During
the past few years a similar development has occurred in dental
edu.catiNti. -

In legal education, on the other hand, the total number of full-
time schools has increased since 1910 from 64 to 76, or 19 per cent.
The total number of part-time and mixed schools has incre'ased much
more rapidly from 60 to 91, or over 50 per cent. These schools,
which in 1909-10 already constituted nearly one-half of the total
number of law schools, comprise now 54 per cent of the total. By""
contrast, full-time three-year law schools, with entrance require-
ments of two college years or more, iT spite of their recent great
increase, to-day number only 39 per cent of the total number of law

The following table, constructed on the same plan as that on page
26, shows how successful standardizing efforts have been in convert-
ing nearly all surviving medical schools into a single improved type.

t also shows how the result of corresponding activities in legal
education has been an even greater diversification of types than
existed when this jnovement began.

Medical schools and law schools classified according to the time required, after
completion of the high school, to obtain the dcgree, 1925-26

Medical schools
: (80)

Years required for degree

At least six years:
At least two year in college, followed by at least four years

in medicine
At least two years in college, followed by four years fri law.
At least three years in college, followed by three years in

law
Five years:

Five years In law, after the high school or lets
Two years in college, followed by three years in law

Four years:
Four years in medicine, after high school or less
Four yeIrs in law, after high scbool or lea
One year in college, followed by three years in law.

Three-year course in law, afttr high-school education or less._ .

Two-year course in law, after high-school education ar leas
oue-year course in law, after high-school education or less

Total

Full
time

74

5

79

Part
time

'
Law schools (1671)

Full
time

11

Mixed

s

1

4
4

1 I .

76

Part
time

3

34
9.

15
7

17 "4 74

These schools conform to tile now orthodox medical standard of nt least two years in
college, followed by full-time professional study.

This comparison provides food for thought, rather than an occa-
sion .for lamentation. The primary reason for the great variety
which the table shors to wrist among law schools (16 separate
groups of schools, ela,ified according to student time, as compared,
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with 3 groups of medical schools) is that part-time work has not
only firmly established itself fn legal education, but has been affected.

' like full-time work, by the movement to lengthen the law course and
to increase entrance requirements. This is certainly a salutary devel-
opment, so far as it goes. Furthermore, although most lawyers and
law teachers will probably regret that, whe:reas in 1910 there were

fewer law schools than medical schools, there are now twice as many
schools of law, it is difficult to demonstrate convincingly that our
present machinery for providing legal education exceeds our social

need. Finally, even the circumstance that a favored type of insti-
tution, superior to all alleys as respects the demands it makes upon
the time of its students, includes only a tninority of law schools,
while the majority all differ widely among themselves, may provoke
two very different emotional reactions. 'Fó those who are unquali-
fiedly. committed to the present standardizing niovement, it must,
as above intimated, seem unfortunate that so many law schools
decline to be standardized. On the other hand, it is possible that
here, as in the field of bar admission requirements, the trouble may

lie, not in inadequate response to reformatory efforts, but in the
program of reform itself. If this be true, we should welcome the
experience gained during this period of partial success as a ba.is
for making an enlightened revision of plans for the future.

III. THE FUTURE
In comparison with the situation in which they found themselves

16 years ago, it is clear that the litiwyers have made great progress.
Jadged, however, by their needs or by the reiord of other profes-
sions, they still have a long distance to go. Whether because of
their backwardness, or because of inherent and ineradicable differ-
ences between law and medicine, they have not been anything like
so successful as the physicians in building up an effective system of
piofessiorial preparation and supervision.

'In the section inunediately followitig, several of the still unsolved
problem's or unsatisfied needs of legal education will be briefly noted,
in the same order as in the previous discussion. These will be fol-
lowed by a more extended 'treatment of that topic which in its im-
mediate importance transcends all othersevening or part-time
instruction and its influenep upon the organization of the legal
profession.

MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS AWAITING SOLUTION

The American liar Association, thanks to its successful membership
drive, enjoys increased financial resources. As an offset to this un-
doubted gain, it has become too large to be regarded as a select or a

;
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compactly efficient body, and yet is .not large enough to include,
among its own members, more than a small minority of the American
legal profession. Its vigorous but highly anomalous section, or con-e
ference, of delegates from State and local bar associations hardly
does more than point the way to that more thorough-going adoption
of the representative principle which hits Proved such a source of
strength to the American Medical Association. The Council on Legal
Education and Admissions to the Bar is a great improvement upon
the former mutually independent committee and section dealing with
the same topics; but it still needs a compensated official staffto enable
it to eirt, .an influence comparable to that of its model, the Council
on Medictil Education. ably edited American Bar Association
Journal, with its 60 or TO monthly page, constitutes perhaps as heavy
a dose of periodisval literature concerned with matters .of general
professional interest as the average American lawyer can at present
digest ; it, compares with the 70 or 80 pages every week that makes
up the Journal of the American Medical Association. The lawyers
can show nothing resembling tile elaborate studies of medical schools
and licensing tests that appear annually in the educational and
State board numbers of this periodical ; nor have th6y anything analo-
gous to the officiaLlmerican fedical Directory, the latest (1925)
edition of which Fsts 161,358 physicians, with information as to the
education of each and the date at which he secured his license to
practice.

The establishment of the American Law Institute is an event of the
greatest importance in the development of legal research. It marks
the fruition of 50 years of scholarly labor under the case method. It
provides a. definite objective for hitherto rather purposeless post-
g-raduate schools of law. Yet, the aggrertte of tiine and of money
that is now devoted to legal research of every sort is positively trivial
to what is spent in medical institutes and medical schools.

Bar admission requirements, though improving, are still, in almost
every State, less severe than the reiluilrements for a license to practice
medicine. The following table reveals the extent to which the States
conform to certain standards that have been regarded as essential
both 4y the American Bar Association and by the American Medical
Association.

Comparison between bar admission and medical licensing requirements in 48
States and the District of Columbia, 1925

Nurnlier bf jurisdictions requiring
9 Medi-

cine

Graduation from a professional school
At least 2 yearn of preliminary college education
At least a preliminary high-school *education
At least A years of professional training
At least 4 years of professional training
At least 3 years of professional training
Examination of all applicant* by public authority

48
as
44
11
49
42
49

lAw

a
17

$1
36
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The contrast between the two columns raises a question to which
allusion'has already been made, namely, whether the American Bar
Association, in its efforts to improve professional standards, may not
have followed a little too closely the model set by its sister profes-
sion, But, entirely apart from this question, the situation revealed
by the last f_iolumn of the table, taken by itself, can not be ju-stified.

To take only a single illustration: There may or may not be inher-
ent differences between law and medioine which make it undesirable
for the legal profession to edforce, for every lawyer and in every

State, the standard of two. years of preliminary college work made
essential for (lass A rating by the Council on Medical Piducat ion

in 1918, and enforced by 38 medical licensing boards in 1925. Con-
sideration of this plestion' ought not to delay remedies for an evil

that ig scandalous from every point of view. This is that no less

than 32 jurisdictions do not require prospective lawyers to have even

a high-school education before they begin their law studies.
Finally, let us once more turn from th6 conditionwhich surround

the law schools to the schools themselves. Even though the effect.
of the part-time movement upon legal education were entirely ig-
nored, it is already evident from the table printed on pagé 17 that
law schools tend to lag behind medical schools as regards their
ttntrance requirements and the length of their professional (bourse.

As a matter of fact, the disparity in both these respects is decidedly
greater than. there shown, for the reason that more exacting stand-
ards have been applied in medicine than in law. In c(nnputitg the

g number of institutions that require at lust two college \Tars for
admission, law schools have been included. whose entrance require-
ments would not be recognized by the Council on Ntedieal Educa-
tion as complying with their rule. Similarly as to the duration of
the respective professional courses, a movement for requiring a

year's service in a hoTital as an interne has resulted in lengthening
the period of professional training for virtually ail physicinns from
fonts academic years to five. This additional year figures, as shown

above, in the medical licensing requirements of several States. It

is also a specific requirement for the degree in several medfral
sehools. On the other hand, not ,on6.r is the legal profession all at
sea as to the general 'problem of whether, after preliminary general
education and after theoretical work in the law schoot, an additional
proAionary period of practice can or can not profitably 'he ;e-
quired.. Quite apart from this complication, some exist ing law schools
which are credited in the table as maintain¡ng three- ear or four-
year courses do. so only in a somewhat fictitious se se. It is true
that this much time must be spent in the school before a student.

Inv receive the degree. giot infrequently, however, the great ma-

"
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jority of students who are actually in the s6hool come with the in-.
tention of remaining only during that much shorter period which
will suffice to satisfy low bar-admission 'requirements.

THE PROBLEM OF THE EVENING LAW SCHOOL

Interesting and important as are the considerations sketched in
the preceding section, the fundamental unsoLved problem of legal
education is now, as it has been for many years: What is to be done
with that sturdy plant (or, as sonie wouLd have it, weed), the evehing
Or " part-time law 'school?

Since evening schdols first began to be sufficiently numerous to
attract attention, four attitudes in regard to them may be distin-
guished : The. attitude of ignorance, of condemnation, of negative
tolerance, and of positive and reasoned approval of the type, if not
of its existing representatives.

The first ttitude, which is ti1l embodied in the bar admission
rules of a great majority of States and. accounts in large part for
the rapid multiplication of these schools, may be briefly summarized
w4 follows: As between a. law course that is conducted during the
regular working hours of the day and one that resembles it in all
respects except. that its sessions are held during evening hours, there
is no substantial diffevence. Indeed, tIte advantage, if any, is prob-
ably with the evenhig school, for the reason that it is frequented by
relatively mature ançi earnest students who are supporting them-
selves, instead of by boys who devote much of their time at their
father's,expense to ffaternity, athletic, or other outside activities.

This argument would seek to justify evening law schools by e'om-
paring them with poor day schools. It secured no indorsement from
the Carnegie bulletin, Training for the Public Profession of the Law.
This voluoe, although revealing (Iiiite unexpected sympathy with
evening law schools, stated the fairly obvious fact. that a student
who is (kvoting part of his time and energies to -the task of sup-
porting himself can not give as mach time to his studies as one who
is not, a.nd that therefore the work of an evening law school year by
year must, of course, be quantitatively inferior to that of a good day
law school. It was also pointed out that a similar, though less
marked, inferiority exists in the case of schools that schedule their
classroom sessions during the late afternoon or at other irregular
hours of the day, and that the essential distinction is accordingly
not between " night " and " day," but between "parMime ahd " full-
time law schools. These two truths and this not very happy termi-
nology are now generally iccepted by all factions in legal education.

A second attitude is th.at of condemnation. For the reason indi-
catld abovt, and for other reasons, legal instruction conducted

C.
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during evening hours is regarded, from this point of view, as so irre-
deemably inferior that it should he discountenanced in one or all of
the following ways: Directly, through changes in the bar admis-
sion requirements, or through exclusion of iristitutions offering such
work from educational assoc4tions: or, indirectly, through insist-
ence upon increased entrance requireme:its calculated greatly to

reduce the 'num4er of possible students. It is an expres'sion of this

attitude, rather than merely a desire to secure a homogeneous or-

ganization, that has led certain regional standardizing assocíations
to refuse membership to colleges or universit ies that conduct evening
law work. TN same motive was responsible for the adoption by thl,
Association of American Law Schook of two now obsolete resolu-
tions:

Whereas the maintenance of regular courses of instruction ir law at night,
parallel to courses in the day, tends hwvit ably to lower educational stand-
ards: Be it

Resoired, That the policy of the association shall be not to admit to member-
ship hereafter any law school pursuing this course. (1912.)
_ Hereafter no law schools shall be admitted except upon the condition that
neither they nor the universities with which they are connected shall here-

after conduct night classes in law for students preparing for the Intr. (1919,)

The third attitude, toferance of evening or part-time law work as

a necessary evil, is not sharply distinguished from the second. It is
manifested in proportion as those who condemn this type of work
lose some of their original crusading zeal in the face of the opposi-
tion they encounter.

The difficulties that beset those who seek actively to discourage
part-time instruction have recently been appreciably augmented by
the promulgation of an educational doctrine that denies their funda-
mental asstimptions.. According to this doctrine, there are sound
social and political reasons, entirely apart from humanitarian or

sentinrntal " coniderations, so called, why part-time4preparation
for the law should be positively encouraged. A reasoned argument to
this effect apv:ared simultaneously in 1921 in the Carnegie bulletin,
Training for the Public ProfesNion of the Law, and in the Root com-
mittee report which served as the basis for the current standardizing
movement. As formulated itn this latteis document, the argument
runs as follows:

If thCanalogy between the Medical and legal professions were perfect, we
should recommend that a three years' full-time course should be required,
just as the Amdican Medical, Association has recommended a four years'
requirement for intending physicians. But the analogy -is not perfect.

sIn the profession of medicine it is necessary to consider only one question
with respect to technical education-40w can men 'test be educated to be
highly skilled physicians? -Nothing need be considered unless it relates to the
technical efficiency of the graduate. .

b.
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no incongruity between these Oltoposals and their own unchanged
convictions in regard to the inherent evil of ,part-time legal instruc-
tion. On the other hand, among those who sincerely accepted the
doctrine of the social value and the educational ivrfectibility of
part-time law schools there have been some who from the beginning
have expressed doubt whether the particular measures recommended
by the committee are reallyilmeasures of perfection.

Their doubts are grounded in .the following considerations: The
great majority of high-school graduates who are not able to attend
a full-time-law school are obliged to support themselves, not merely
while they are securing their strictly profesional training, but also
during their prPliminary college years. It is somewhat open to
question 'whether, if such students were to attempt to offset the time
and energy devoted to earning their livelihood by taking a course
of preTaration, loth academic and legal, twice as long aslhat pre-
scribed for their more fortunate brethren, they would secure equiva-
hint educational result. It is quite certain that except in rare
instances, or mule!. peculiar local conditions, a part-time course that
is any shorter than this would not suffice. The typical student in
such a course would certainly not ha,ve the opportunity to devote
6) his studies, both inside and Outside the cla.ssroom, as much time
as the student in a good orthodox institution commands. Yet it is
so obviously impralicable to expect self-supporting students to
devote 10 years to their profetqsional Preparation after leaving the
high school thnt the Association of American Law Schools and the
Council on Legal 'Education have united in recognizing a much
briefer period as " equivalent. in the number of working hours." The
concession means that such schools. so long as they profess to cover
the same field as good full-time law schools, are simply crystallized,
as it were, on an inferior level. Educational reformers who depre-
cate all part-time work may balk at the pedagogical mathematics,
but they will not dispute this conclusion.

To*practical minds the extent to which an innovation falls short
of perfection is of less importance than the extent to. which it is an
improvement upon what existed betore. From this point of view the
policy of condoning and covering up an assured inferiority in part-
time education might be justified if it clearly conduced to the devel-
opment of a type of institution superior to the common run of
evening law schools to-day. Part-time or mixed schools that comply
with the requirements of the American Bar Association, w hatever
their limitations, should at least be superior to these gkt-wie-quick
organizations.

There is little present indicatioh, however, that these will be re-
placed by representatives of the new "orthodox " type as the result
either ofalteredebar admission requirements or of the moral pmssure
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exerted by standa'rdizing agencies. Only two States -(Kansas
and Ohio) have attempted to regulate part-time faw schools in
anything like the manner recommended. The few other States
that require a preliminary education of two college years
i,ahNays subject to the (lemoralizing "equivalent ") do not require
four years of study in an evening law school. The fe%% other States
which insist upon applicants remaining in an evening law school
tlik long do not demand two year of college. The moral pressure
of the standardizing agencies is the only influence at work. This has

tilted in-increasing the number of part-time or mixed law schools
111(11 comply, at lenst nominally. with the new standard require-
ments of preliminary education and length of course from one insti-
lutiun in the year when these standards were adopted, 1921-22, to
1; in the year 1925-26. Application of the other two standards
¡Iecting the library and the faculty has reduced to 6 the number of
such schools that in the autumn of 1925 were officially indorsed either

the AssociatiCm of American Law Schools or by the Council on
Legal Education. Even this small increase was to only a slight
extent at the expense of an inferior type Of education. During the
-anhe four years the number of part-time or mixed schools which do
ilia een pretend to comply with the time standards has decreased
indeed. but only from So to 78. In several cases where admission
equirements have been so strengthened as to exclude H. consideraltle
number.of applicants these have been promptly taken care *of by the
orffanization of a new- schciol in thè same city.

The total number of part-time find mixed schools (excluding, °for
convenience of computation, those-offering a law course of less than
three years). and the attendance at these schools, have varied recently
as follows:

Part-time and mixed law schools offering a lair course of at least three veers

Schools

1) ut ime .

Thk441.

t !tiler

Total

[Compared with other types of law school]

1909-10 I 101-11 1925-26 1 1909-10

N um- Pcr Num- Per Per
her of cent her of cent Num-her cent

schools schools schools
total total

32 62
9 71 12

41 33
,k3t 117

124 MO

76
74

51

1.30

41
8

Num- i Per
ber of 1 cent
stu- of

dents , total

67 40 4, 7S7 25
17 10 1, titi3 10

84 50 6, 750 35
81 50 12, 67)4 ;

167 I 100 19, 4211 100

111L11

1921-22 1924 (Nov.)

Num- ! Per
ber of cent
stu- of

dents total

11, 7o i 37
7, Oh2

18, 7)4
13, 269

59
41

...11.1.
32,053 100

N um- Ptr
ber of cent
Mu of

dents total

14, 402
11, 162

25, 564
15, 318

I 882

62
38

100

In interpreting these figures showing a progressive increase, both
actual and proportionate, in part-time or mixed instruction, it
6hou1d be borne in mind not only that the figures for " other "
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schools include those offering a two-year degree course during eve-

ning or late afternoon hours, but also that professional law courses

not leading to a professional degree do not appear anywhere in the
table. In the autumn of 1925 seven part-time sho"t-course degree

schools and at least nine evening schools which did not as yet confer

the degree were in active operation.

THE INFLUENCE OF PART-T1ME INSTRUCTION UPON THE ORGAN!.
ZATION OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION

Whether or not one more or less standardized type of part-time
law school will eventually drive all others from the field, the present

régime of competition bittween part-time and full-time institutions,

as recruiting agencies fo- the !egal profession, has many unfortunate
consequences. The most obvious are (1) the flooding of the bar by

students whose trainipg must in the nature of things be inferior to

the none too adequate preparation provi.iled even by the best of the

orthodox full-time schools Rnd (2) the hesitan;.y on the part of some

of these schools to raise their present standards, lest the principal

effect of such action should be to drive students away from them-
selves into inferior_ institutions. Although it is too soon yet to profit

by the full lesson of experience in this respect, there is already some

evidence that the current standardizing movement is producing this

precise result.
There are several reasons why this situation does not excite more

apprehension than it docs. One is a distinct,tendency on the part of
well-trained lawyersa tendency probably grounded in the very

merits of their training and sub3equent professional careerto take

life .and its evils unemotiormlly. Another explanation is that, while

this element has been attending chiefly to its own business, nurperotim

graduates of pait-time,law schools have become established in posi-

tions of influence inf th6 profession, on the bench, and in, legislative

halls. Some of these gentlemen have actually remedied the defects

of their early training. Doubtless all of them think that they have

done so. With that loyalty to their own past that most of us possess,

they clgse their eyes to any changes that may have occurred in the

law or in the conditions of legal practice since they prepared them-

selves for the bar. Modestly disclaiming any:exceptional force or

ability in their own characters, they take the position that a course

of 'preparation which was good enotigh for them ought to be good

enough for anybody. They are particulArly apt to oppose reforms

which they suspect, often with some justice, are dictated by a funda-

Mental lack of sympathy with part-time education.
Perhaps,the most important influence, however, that is at work

perpetuating an inhereptly indefensible system is a liaive faith in
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the efficacy of final bar examinations to stem the torrent. Lawyers
of every description, and to an even greater extent the public at
large, conceive of the flood of ill-trained applicants as breaking,
so to speak, at the gates of the bar. These gates are manned by
examiners who are supposed to have 'power both to exclude un-
trained applicants from the profession, and in so doing to put an end
to any type of preparation whose products do not measure up to
requisite standards. Even the bar examiners themselves sometimes
seem to believe that the only real evil in the present situation lies
in the fact titat they are obliged to read too many hopelessly bad
examination papers.

As a matter of fact, exclusion of the hopelessly incompetent is
all that can be accomplished under the present system. Any attempt
to subject applicants to really rigorous bar-examination tests falls
afoul of the different methods of preparation that are necessarily
pursued in the two types of law schools. The full-time schools usu-
ally avail themselves of the opportunity they enjoy to instruct their
students by the valuable but time-taking Langdell case method.
The part-time schools, because of the relatively small amount of time
that their students can spare for study outside the classroom, can
use the method, if at all, only in a form so modified as to rob it of
much of the ,effectiveness which it possesses when pursued under
appropriate conditions. Such schools are apt to attempt to make up
for their deficiencies in this respect by greater emphasis upon what
theii rivals slightingly refer to as detailed "information " with re-
gard to local law and practice. Both types of schools exert pressure
upon the bar examinerspressure that must be regarded as justified
so long as the law permits both types to exist and to attract students.
So evenly balanced is this institutional pressure thatas experience
has shown repeatedly--examiners can not prudently discriminatein
their questions or in their system of marking. against either type.
Yet it ought to be obvious that a bar examination that is not keyed
to a particular course.of study or instruction simply can not be made
an effective test of competency to practice law. No one has expressed
this trutli715etter thán the inventor of the case method, Christopher
Langdell. Nearly 50 years ago, combating an early disposition on
the Vtirt of Suffolk County bar examiners to reject his Harvard law
graduates, Langdell attacked the entire system of examination,
"without reference to any particular course of study or 'instruction,"
in a passage concluding with the folloiving words:

it is impossible that such examinations should be at once rigorous and just.
They must admit the undeserving or reject tbsosteseiting, and in the long run
they will be sure to do the former.

Z.w`^
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In it word, so far from our being able to rely upon bar examiners
to insure that the products of our various types of legal instruction
measure up to a common standarlikof competency. a powerful influ-
ence is exerted in the reverse direction. The fact that several dis-
similar types of law schools compete with one another, as agencies for
recruiting the legal profession, possesses, in addition to the unfor-
tunate consequences which lie upon the surface, this additional one:

Institutional rivalry demoralizes the bar examinations. It (lindn-
ishes the likelihood that even for any particular type will there be
a desirable safeguard on the industry of the students and the
informed conscientiousness of their teachers.

It is for this reason that the problem of the part-time law school
is not merely perplexing in itself. but is of fundamental importance
in its relation to the future development of legal education in any

sort of school. The part-time institution, so long as it is constrained
to be nothing more than a poor copy of the full-time model. is a

much more subversive influence than the law office. This latter has
no powerful friends to fight its battles for it. Bar examiners can

therefore hold its priiducts up to any standard, even to an inappro-
priate one. In sparsely populated sections of the country this anti-
quated avenue of preparation can still be justified. In urban centers
law offices already develop into evening law schools speedily enough.
It is a question whether it is wqrth while to expedite a natural trans-
formation by the adoption of a bar-admission rule definitely refusing
credit for time spent in an office.

The first step toward a proper solution of the problem would seem

to be to abandon the pretense that evening law schools and good full-

time schools can be made mutually equivalent, either in the amount
of time that students devote to their education, or in the precise edu-
cational benefits they derive. It would be much better to formu-
late, as an objective, that of making part-time schools as good in
their way as the best full-time schools now are in theirs. The grad-
uate of a part-time school can not be expected to have received as
large an amount of training, measured simply by its aggregate quan-
tity, as the graduate of an equally good full-time institution. This
does not mean, however, that the training may not have been as

profitable, in its different way, nor even that the curriculum may

not include valuable elements which the other edwational type, in

the pursuit of its objectives, is obliged to exclude. The authorities
of our leading orthodox law schools1 who are doing so much to
improve our law, already realize how seriously its present condi-

tion strains their teaching facilities. Until the law that has to be

taught is simpler than for many years even they can make it, they

know how far they must continue to fall short of turning out ade-
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quately tti,ned general practitioners. To contend, under these cir-
cumstances, that part-time law schools should be tolerated only to
the extent that they are cheapened editions of their own schools, is
to ascribe extraordinary virtue to a diluted case method. It would
be wiser to cooperate with the many earnest graduates of all types.
of law schools who are now teaching law during the evening.and
late afternoon, in an endeavor to answer the following question :

What methods and what curriculum are actually best adapted to
part-time conditions?

An inquiry prosecuted in this spirit shoulto far to produce the
type of part-time law school that the situation demandsnot an
institution which everybody, even its own faculty and student body,

.realizes is a makeshift, an inferior imitation of a really good school,
but something that stands preeminent in its Own educational field,
at Once gives its own students benefits that they could secure nowhere
else, and frees the full-time law school from some of the responsibili-
ties tinder which this type of institution now staggers. An attitude
of this sort would probably find expression among other develop-
ments in an aliernative system of bar-admission examinations. One
set of questions, intended for. full-time law students, could not be
answered satisfactorily by anyme else; another set of questions
would be of such a nature that only well-prepared applicaiits from
part-time schools could pass the examination. In the course of years
this might or might not result in a clearly defined division of the
legal profession along funCtional lines. Shoull this devc!lopment
occur, it would mean not merely that the profession had split under
economic pressure into two fairly distinct divisiow, recruited respec-
tively by the activities of full-time and of part-time schools. This
it has already begun to do to-day. It would mean that, instead of
attempting by a process of artificial standardization to arrest what
philosophers have long recognized to be a mark of mosial progress--
a tendency to proceed from uniformity to diversitylegal reformers
had regularized this tendency and turned it to good account. It
would not mean that the legal profession was weakened because of
not being formally united to the extent that physicians and fur-

-----geons, general medical practitioners and consulting specialists and
research workers, are united in a single profession to-day. The
practice of the law includes a much greater variety of occupations
than those in which graduates of medical schools engage. American
lawyers find a cloKas analogy, not in the relatively restticted medical
profession, but in a broadly inclusive " healthoervice," which
group comprises practitioners of all the many healing arts. If the
argument by analogy is to be invoked, it is as unreasogable to
standardize the education and die professional affiliations of every
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lawyer in one and the same mold as it would be to impose identical
educational and licensing requirements upon physicians, dentists,
health officers, pharmacists, nurses, and veterinary. surgeons.

As a matter of fact, all analogies limp. The analogy of health
service is defective in so far as it suggests that graduates of part-
time lawr. schools are likely to remain stratified on a plané of lower
financial or political rewards. Similarly, the existence in France
and England of two or more virtually exclusive professional groups
of practicing lawyers is .evidence nierely that division of the legal
profilssion is possible; it is not evidence that the dividing lines in
this country will ever run as they do there. The problem of the
American lawyer is unlike that of lawyers elsewhere or of other pro-

fessions at home. Illustrations drawn from other fields are stirnu-
liating,.but in the past there has perhaps been too much superficial
teliance upon outside models and too little probing of legal fictions
and conventional assumptions. No oneleast of ,all the present
'writercan forecast with any confidence how American lawyers
will be educated and organized in the years to come. But it is at
least fairly clear that the form and effectiveness of the professional
organization will be vitally influenced by the existence 'of differing
types of educational preparation and- that part-time law schools
will continue to abound and to turn out large numbers of lawyers
who differ markedly from the product of orthodox full-time schools.
This conclusion can be rationally derived from our fundaniental
political principles, and such experience as we have tends to con-

firm the validity of the reasoning.
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